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I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since Che Three Mile Island nuclear power plant accident in
1977, the nuclear power industry has been attempting to improve their
ability to accurately measure beta particle radiation. At that
particular time, the thickness of most radiation sensitive elements in
personnel badges, thermoluminescent dosimeters, was greater than the
penetrating range of most beta particles. This meant that the active
volume of the dosimeter would change with changing beta particle energy,
and thus would introduce a drastic energy dependence into dose
measurements. The ideal beta-gamma or shallow dose-deep dose dosimetry
badge would be beta particle energy independent.
Dosimetry badges which are routinely used today vary as much as the
locations of the facilities which require the monitoring. At the
present time there are no industry-wide badge specifications. The only
recommendations are that the dose be reported at a certain skin depth.
This opens the door for many badge types and introduces a problem to the
consumer of which type to use. The sophistication of a badge usually
matches the number of radiation sensitive elements (anywhere from 2 to
8), but does not necessarily match its competence. A dosimetry badge
must match the user's need, and also be easy to use and maintain.
Exposure to radiation has long been recognized as a source of
biological damage, and many efforts have been made to develop procedures
to measure personnel radiation and restrict it to safe levels. The
current International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) skin
dose limit recommendation is 50 Rem/yr over the skin depth region of 5
2 1
to 10 mg/cm
.
In the United States, a maximum permissible skin dose of
7h Rem per calendar quarter is specified in the Code of Federal
Regulations (10CFR20).
The reason why the ICRP dose limitation is applied to skin from
5-10 mg/cm ,Ls how the skin is layered. Skin is comprised of four
3layers which together make the epidermis. The first two layers of skin
are dead or dying cells. The third layer is made up of living but
non-reproducing cells. The final layer, the stratum basale, is the
layer of reproducing cells. It is generally considered that only the
reproducing cells are capable of tumor formation after high radiation
3
exposure. The mean density of skin has been found to be 1.145 g/um , so
the ICRP recommendations would apply to an average skin depth of 43.7 urn
4
to 87.3 Mm.
Experimental and theoretical research was performed on the design
of a personnel dosimetry badge and the characterization of
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) to measure radiation doses to skin.
The majority of work concentrated on exposure from beta particles. Beta
dosimetry studies included an investigation of the Kansas State
University thin graphite-backed lithium flouride TLDs and their
capabilities for use in a personnel dosimetry badge. Theoretical
research involved three methods for characterizing cover materials for a
beta dosimeter. Two of the models studied, an electron range-energy
relationship developed by Katz and Penfold, and an exponential model
required the derivation of several equations. The other model required
the use of a set of solutions to a multiple scattering model by Spencer
and took advantage of work already performed by Berger.
The goal for this project was to develop a personnel dosimetry
badge for beta-gamma dosimetry which would accurately measure the
radiation dose to skin.
II. THEORY
A. Electron Range-Energy Distribution
It is essential when determining a badge design for measuring the
absorbed dose that the radiation-sensitive materials and their covers be
characterized so that the correct combinations of each can be found. In
an effort to theoretically determine these characterizations with
respect to their energy response, three models have been studied. The
first of these is a simple approach of estimating the energy
distribution of a beta spectrum arriving at the surface of a dosimeter
by the use of an electron range-energy relationship. The second model
attempts to estimate the absorbed dose spectrum by use of a multiple
scattering model. Finally, an exponential model was studied to
characterize the energy absorption of beta particles.
In the proceding development which was selected to provide a means
for estimating the energy distribution of beta particles as they
penetrated absorbing media, the subscript i refers to particles incident
upon the absorber surface and the subscript e refers to the particles
emerging from the absorber which arrive at the TLD surface. Assuming
that beta particles with kinetic energy E , flux density energy
distribution
.
(E ) , and range R (E
.
) are normally incident upon an
absorber, particles emerging have kinetic energy E , flux density energy
distribution 6 (E ) , and range R (E ) . The ranees of the incident and
e e e e
emergent beta particles are related by the total mass absorber
thickness, r, which consists of the source window, the air between the
source and dosimeter, and the cover material. These ranges are
represented as:
R.(E.) = R (E ) + r . (2.1)11 e e
The, emergent flux density spectrum is related to the incident spectrum
by:
(E ) dE = .(£,) dE. . (2.2)
e e e l i i
Since the particle energy can be expressed as a function of electron
range, and the incident particle range can be expressed as a function of
emergent particle range and absorber mass .thickness , the following
equation for the emergent energy spectrum distribution is obtained:
dE dR (E )/dEW W zr WW + r)) dR'(Ee )/dEe • (2 - 3)
e ill
An electron range-energy relationship that Katz and Penfold
developed for aluminum was chosen for use in Eq. (2.3) to estimate the
emergent beta particle spectrum:
R(E) = R
o
E
n
, (2.4)
_2
where R(E) • range of beta particle in g cm ,
R = 0.412,
o
E = beta particle kinetic energy in MeV,
and n « 1.265 - 0.0954 InE.
This relationship is valid for electron energies ranging from 10 keV to
g2.5 MeV. Whereas R varies from one medium to another, n remains
o
nearly independent of the attenuating medium. Since the cover materials
used in dosimetry work closely match aluminum in atomic number, and to
simplify calculations involving Eq . (2.4), the value of R determined
o
for aluminum was used for all attenuating media.
From a known energy distribution spectrum of incident beta
particles, the energy of particles emerging from the absorbing medium
can be evaluated by the following equation derived from Eq. (2.4):
E = exp {6.63 - 3.2376 [3.3067 - In R (E ) }%} , (2.5)
where R (E ) was found from Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) to be:
e e
R
e
(E
e
) = 0.412 E^
1
- r . (2.6)
By taking the derivative of Eq. (2.6) for incident and emergent
particles, the ratio of derivatives in Eq. (2.3) is obtained:
i
dR (E )/dE E [n - 0.0954 In E ]
e e e e e e
dR
i
(E.)/dE
1
~ n
1_ 1
(2.7)
E . [n - 0.0954 In E ]
The complete derivation of Eqs. (2.5) - (2.7) is presented in Appendix
D.
The above model was applied to beta particle energy spectra data
9 147 204 90from Cross for Pm, Tl, and Y for several absorber thicknesses.
Figs. 2.1 - 2.3 show the original spectra along with the resulting
attenuated spectra. To help characterize these spectra, methods were
developed to determine average and endpoint energies of these resulting
spectra.
The two most commonly encountered values when characterizing beta
spectra are average and endpoint or maximum energies. In this research,
the average energies of the spectra were found by numerically
integrating the area of the spectral-energy curve and then dividing by
the integral of the spectrum. For a known spectrum this provides a fast
method for determining average energy. The values for Pm, Tl, and
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Y are shown in Table 2.1 for original spectra and for spectra after
they have passed through a certain mass thickness. The average energies
calculated for original spectra were compared to Numerical Data Table
values and were found to deviate 1.2%, 2.7%, and 0.6% from listed values
, 90„ 204„, , 147. . ,for Y, Tl, and Pm, respectively.
For determining maximum or endpoint energies of beta spectra a
convenient approach comes from quantum mechanical theory of beta decay
developed by Fermi. The probability that a beta particle is emitted
12
with total relatlvistic energy between W and W + dW is described as:
N(W) = (g 2 /2it 3 ) F(±Z,W) P W (W
q
- W) 2 S (W)dW, for ±e
, (2.8)
where g 2 = a coupling constant,
F(±z,W) = electron density or Fermi function.
P = (w2 -1) = beta particle momentum,
S (W) shape factor,
W (E/m c 2 ) + 1 = total relatlvistic energy of a beta
particle with kinetic energy E, in units
electron rest mass energy, m c 2 , anda/
e
W = maximum relatlvistic energy with which the beta particle
is emitted.
By rearranging Eq. (2.8) an expression which is linear with respect to W
is obtained:
N(W) »*
const. F(Z,W) PW S (W) W - W . (2.9)
A plot of the quantity calculated on the left side of Eq . (2.9) versus
the relatlvistic total energy W for experimental data is known as a
Kurie plot. The Kurle plot presents the beta spectrum as a straight
line with a W-axis intercept at W . This intercept value is used to
determine the endpoint energy of the spectrum.
10
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Evaluations of the Fermi function, F(Z,W), can be obtained from the
solutions of the non-relativistic SchrtJdinger or relativistic Dirac
equations for an electron in an electrostatic field. However, a simple
approximation of the Fermi function was recently developed by Schenter
13
and Vogel. Their approach was based on the fact that the logarithm of
F is a nearly linear function of Z, and the logarithm of a related
function, G, is a nearly linear function of the square root of the
electron kinetic energy, E. The expression for G is:
G = | F(Z,W) . (2.10)
The resulting analytic approximation is given by:
F(Z,W) = j exp {o(Z) + 6(Z) (— l] } , (2.11)
V c 2 '
e
where a(Z) and S(Z) are fitted parameters. The approximation is
applicable for all atomic number Z and total electron energy W of
practical interest.
The fitted parameters are based on electron screen corrected values
14
of Behrens and Janecke. The In G function changes its slope around
E = 1.2 m c , thus, the parameters are broken up into two regions:
a(Z) = -0.811 + 4.46 x 10~ 2 Z + 1.08 x 10~ 4 Z 2
,
(2.12)
and
3(Z) = 0.673 - 1.82 x 10
-2
Z + 6.38 x 10"
5
Z
2
,
(2.13)
for E < 1.2 m c 2
,
ct(Z) = -8.46 x 10" 2 + 2.48 x 10~ 2 Z + 2.37 x 10
_4
Z
2
, (2.14)
12
and
i(Z) = 1.15 x 10"
2
+ 3.58 x 10"
4
Z - 6.17 x 10
-5
Z
2
, (2.15
2
for E > 1.2 m c .
The shape factor S (W) describes differences in the probability
function which are caused by beta particle transitions. For an allowed
147transition the shape factor S (W) = 1, which is the case for Pm. For
204 90
the Tl and Y spectra, a first forbidden unique shape factor was
A 1 15used, namely
S.(W) = P 2 + (W - W) 2 . (2.16)
1 o
By applying this method to the data from original and attenuated
beta particle spectra, an endpoint energy can be approximated. When the
shape factor in Eq. (2.16) was used, the known endpoint energy for the
original spectrum was substituted for W to eliminate the need for an
iteration process. The endpoint energies were found by extrapolating
the Kurie plots to zero, and calculating the corresponding energy in
MeV.
This model was used by evaluating the left side of Eq . (2.9) for
each of the original and attenuated spectra mentioned before. Then,
Kurie plots were made and the extrapolated W-axis intercept was
determined. The endpoint energy was calculated from the W value.
Table 2.1 lists these calculated values for the spectra already
mentioned. Kurie plots used to determine the endpoints of selected
attenuated spectra are shown in Appendix E.
Another characteristic of an attenuated beta spectrum is the
fraction of original particles remaining after passing through an
absorber. By numerical integration the area under the beta particle
13
spectral-curve was found for each of the original and attenuated
spectra. Since the data from Cross were tabulated as the number of
beta particles per MeV, the area under the spectral curve corresponded
to the total number of particles present. For each attenuated spectrum,
the area under the curve was ratioed to the area under the original
spectrum and the fraction of particles remaining was found. Table 2.1
gives this fraction for the spectra mentioned before as a function of
mass absorber thickness.
By careful consideration of the values of average and endpoint
energies, the fraction of particles remaining, and the calculated
spectra as a function of mass thickness of absorber, a characterization
can be formulated for a badge design. Whereas the preceding discussion
dealt with electron range relationships, the following development uses
the concept of multiple scattering in determining an absorbed dose
distribution.
B. Multiple Scattering Theory
Another approach to estimate the effect of absorber materials on
beta particle penetration is to consider the absorbed dose
distribution. The required multiple scattering theory was developed
18
by Spencer who used his theory for systematic tabulations of absorbed
19dose distributions around point and plane sources in various media.
The absorbed dose distributions can be evaluated by using weighted sums
of Spencer's distributions for several source energies. The weighting
factor is proportional to the beta particle spectrum in question.
The penetration and diffusion of the electrons is determined by two
different events: (1) angular deflections from elastic Coulombic
scattering of nuclei, and (2) energy loss from inelastic Coulombic
14
scattering from atomic electrons. The angular deflections are evaluated
using the Mott scattering cross section, and the energy losses are
calculated by the Bethe stopping power theory.
A major proportion of spatial moments of the absorbed dose
distribution are evaluated by numerical analysis of a group of coupled
transport equations. By using the numerical values of the moments and
assuming a functional form based on analytical considerations, the
absorbed dose distribution is then realized. The limitation of this
method is that it applies only to homogenous and unbound media. Hence,
it can only be applied to individual absorbers and not to a series of
media '•hich might be between a beta source and radiation sensitive
dosimeter element.
Whereas the absorbed dose distribution could be a very effective
characterization parameter of an absorber material, the following
discussion reveals a method in which the absorbed dose data for a
reference material such as water can be more easily utilized to predict
useful data for several other materials. Let 4>(x) define the absorbed
dose fraction or the fraction of energy emitted which is absorbed in a
sphere of radius x around a point source. For convenience, consider a
20fixed set of percentile distances, x , where
P
x
( p 2 P
*(x ) - 4irp I x *(x)dx = j^- , (2.17)
o
where P = 5, 10, ... 95.
For instance, x. is the radius of a sphere in which 90% of the emitted
energy is absorbed. Percentile distance data for beta particles in
21
water have been reported by Berger.
15
The relationship between absorbed dose distributions in different
media comes from the fact that a beta particle source placed in two
separate media with slightly different atomic numbers has two particle
distributions that are very similar in shape. A scaling procedure has
been developed which uses this similarity in distributions. A scaling
22
procedure by Cross has been investigated systematically, and using
indices 1 and 2 indicating the two media,
2
*
(2) (x) = (a
21 )
3 j-ij
*
(1)
(y) , (2.18)
for a beta particle source where
y = an X. (2.19)
The relative attenuation factor, a_., is a material constant independent
of beta particle energy, provided that the atomic numbers of the two
media are sufficiently close. If two media differ only in terms of
their density, then a-^ is unity and the scaling law is exact. An
empirical formula which was obtained from Monte Carlo data for a_.
23
values, reveals how the relative attenuation factor increases linearly
24
with respect to Z, namely
a
21
= (L (2) /L (1) ) [1.0 + 0.0252 (Z - 6.60)], (2.20)
(2) (1)in which L /L is the ratio of mass stopping power in the medium to
that in water (evaluated at 200 keV) , Relative attenuation factors for
various personnel badge cover, backing, and TLD materials were
calculated and are shown in Table 2.2. It is from these values that
data are obtained to compare absorbed dose fractions of several absorber
media.
16
Table 2.2. Relative attenuation factors (a,,) for several personnel badge
cover, backing, and TLD materials.
— a ( 9^ 9 — 1 \\ —
T
Material Z L (MeV cm*" g ) Density (g cm ) a„.
Water 6.60 2.844c
Polyethylene 4.75 2.986
Lucite 5.85 2.761
Carbon 6.00 2.493
Air 7.36 2.466
LiF 7.50 2.285
d
CaF
2
14.79 2.219
Teflon 8.25 2.32
Mylar 6.24 2.8
Polystyrene 5.29 2.766
Aluminum 13 2.188
1.00
C
1
0.94d 1.01
1.18 0.954
1.6
e
0.865
1.23 (10
-3
)
8 0.882
2.63
d 0.820
3.18 0.924
2.20 0.846
1.40
f 0.977
1.06
e 0.944
2.70 0.880
n
1 ^1
Z = £ 7-= =—r- , where Z, S atomic no., n. 2 no. of atoms of element i.
i i i 1
i
b (71
L s collision mass stopping power.
c
Martin J. Berger, and Stephen M. Seltzer, National Bureau of Standards,
"Tables of Energy Losses and Ranges of Electrons and Positrons," NASA
SP-3012 (1964).
G. G. Simons, "Gamma ray energy response of LiF and CaF : Mn TLD's," DOE
Annual Report COO-5100-3 (Nov. 1979).
Q
Theodore Baumister and Lionel S. Marks, Standard Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers
,
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, NY, 1967).
Melinex Films Technical Data, ICI Americas Inc., Plastics Division,
Wilmington, Delaware.
o
°W.M. Kays and M.E. Crawford, Convective Heat and Mass Transfer
,
(McGraw-
Hill, New York, NY, 1980).
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Using the percentile distances of beta particles in water mentioned
before, percentile distances, x ? s, were calculated for various
personnel badge cover, backing, and TLD materials by the use of Eq,
(2.19). These percentile distances can be used to estimate the decrease
in an absorbed dose distribution as it passes through an absorber.
Tables 2.3 - 2.9 list percentile distances for the materials mentioned
above as a function of average beta particle energy. The corresponding
graphs of percentile distances are presented in Appendix C.
Previously, the characterization of personnel badge materials has
been developed by the use of two fairly unfamiliar techniques. The
third and final model which will be developed has to do with a much more
universal method.
C. Exponential Attenuation Model
If the beta particle energy absorption is assumed to occur
exponentially, the fraction of energy absorbed F after traversing some
distance x is given by
F = (1 - e~
SpX
) , (2.21)
where 8 is an effective attenuation coefficient. Since specific
attenuation coefficients for the TLD covers and phosphors are
unavailable, a consistent method was chosen by assigning a 1%
2
transmission to the range R (g/cm ) where
3 ^ frm (2.22)
Values for R were calculated from Eq. (2.4). Since the expression for R
applies to monoenergetic electrons, the maximum energy (endpoint) in the
beta particle spectrum was chosen.
18
Table 2.3. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm 2 ) in water for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV)
10 15 30 50 70 80 90
.0621 .254 .546 .890 2. 34 5.02 9. 00 12. 16.5
.1005 .582 1.26 2.07 5. 34 11.0 19. 3 25. 2 34.1
.2433 2.50 5.52 9.21 23. 2 43.9 72. 8 92. 5 121
.3444 4.50 9.82 15.5 34,,7 68.0 128 200 317
.5063 8.18 17.6 27.7 60, 8 115 192 251 343
.6670 12.6 26.8 41.5 88.,2 160 247 303 380
.7378 16.3 31.9 47.4 94. 2 160 240 291 362
.8266 18.0 36.2 54.5 110 189 283 343 427
.9367 20.5 42.5 64.2 131 228 344 418 517
1.0712 24.0 49.8 75.6 155 271 414 509 642
1.2317 30.0 59.5 88.4 175 295 436 525 647
a
*(X )
P
--£-, P100' =5, 10, ... 90.
Table 2.4. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in aluminum for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV)
10 15 30 '50 70 80 90
.0621 .289 .620 1.01 2. 66 5. 70 10. 2 13.6 18.8
.1005 .661 1.43 2.35 6, 07 12. 5 21. 9 28.6 38.8
.2433 2.84 6.27 10.5 26. 4 49. 9 82. 7 105 138
.3444 5.11 11.2 17.6 39, 4 77. 3 145 227 360
.5063 9.30 20.0 31.5 69. 1 131 218 285 390
.6670 14.3 30.5 47.2 100 182 281 344 432
.7378 18.5 36.3 53.9 107 182 273 331 411
.8266 20.5 41.1 61.9 125 215 322 390 485
.9367 23.3 48.3 73.0 149 259 391 475 588
1.0712 27.3 56.6 85.9 176 308 470 578 730
1.2317 34.1 67.6 100 199 335 495 597 735
Kx
p
)
p
100' 5, 10, ... 90.
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Table 2.5. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in muscle for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) ^ X 10 X 15 X30 X50 X 7C I X80 X90
.0621 .257 .552 .900 2.37 5.08 9. 10 12.1 16.7
.1005 .588 1.27 2.09 5.40 11.1 19. 5 25.5 34.5
.2433 2.53 5.58 9.31 23.5 44.4 73. 6 93.5 122
.3444 4.55 9.93 15.7 35.1 68.8 129 202 321
.5063 8.27 17.8 28.0 61.5 116 194 254 347
.6670 12.7 27.1 42.0 89.2 162 250 306 384
.7378 16.5 32.3 47.9 95.2 162 243 294 366
.8266 18.2 36.6 55.1 111 191 286 347 432
.9367 20.7 43.0 64.9 132 231 348 423 523
1.0712 24.3 50.4 76.4 157 274 419 515 649
1.2317 30.3 60.2 89.4 177 298 441 531 654
KV -13o- p = 5 ' 10 ' ••• 90 -
Table 2.6. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in mylar for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X
5
3
X
10
X
15
X
30
X
50
X
7C 1
X
80
X
90
.0621 .260 .559 .911 2.40 5.14 9. 21 12.3 16.9
.1005 .596 1.29 2.12 5.47 11.3 19. 8 25.8 34.9
.2433 2.56 5.65 9.43 23.7 44.9 74. 5 94.7 124
.3444 4.61 10.1 15.9 35.5 69.6 131 205 324
.5063 8.37 18.0 28.4 62.2 118 197 257 351
.6670 12.9 27.4 42.5 90.3 164 253 310 389
.7378 16.7 32.7 48.5 96.4 164 246 298 371
.8266 18.4 37.1 55.8 113 193 290 351 437
.9367 21.0 65.7 65.7 134 333 352 428 529
1.0712 • 24.6 77.4 77.4 159 277 424 521 657
1.2317 30.7 90.5 90.5 179 302 446 537 662
<V = i?Jo" p = 5 > io - •• 9o -
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Table 2.7. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in lucite for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X a
5
X
10
X
15
X
30
X
50
X
70
X
80
X
90
.0621 .266 .572 .932 2.45 5.26 9.42 12.6 17.3
.1005 .609 1.32 2.17 5.59 11.5 20.2 26.4 35.7
.2433 2.62 5.78 9.64 24.3 46.0 76.2 96.9 127
.3444 4.71 10.3 16.2 36.3 71.2 134 209 332
.5063 8.57 18.4 29.0 63.7 120 201 263 359
.6670 13.2 28.1 43.5 92.4 168 259 317 398
.7378 17.1 33.4 49.6 98.6 168 251 305 379
.8266 10.8 37.9 57.1 115 198 296 359 447
.9367 21.5 44.5 67.2 137 239 360 438 541
1.0712 25.1 52.1 79.2 162 284 434 533 672
1.2317 31.4 62.3 92.6 183 309 457 550 677
a
*<v 100'
r = 5, 10, ... 90.
Table 2.8. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in carbon for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X
5
X
1Q
X
15
X
3Q X5Q XJQ Xg() XgQ
.0621 .293 .630 1.03 2.70 5.80 10.4 13.9 19.1
.1005 .672 1.45 2.39 6.17 12.7 22.3 29.1 39.4
.2433 2.89 6.37 10.6 26.8 50.7 84.1 107 140
.3444 5.20 11.3 17.9 40.1 78.5 148 231 366
.5063 9.45 20.3 32.0 70.2 133 222 290 396
.6670 14.5 30.9 47.9 102 185 285 350 439
.7378 18.8 36.8 54.7 109 185 277 336 418
.8266 10.8 41.8 62.9 127 218 327 396 493
.9367 23.7 49.1 74.1 151 263 397 483 597
.0712 27.7 57.5 87.3 179 •313 478 588 741
1.2317 34.6 68.7 102 202 341 503 606 747
Ky = tm- p 5 - io - ••• 90 "
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Table 2.9. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cra 2 ) in teflon for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X/ X
1Q X 15
X
3()
Xj X
?0
X
g()
X
g0
.0621 .300 .645 1.05 2.77 5.93 10.6 14.2 19.5
.1005 .688 1.49 2.45 6.31 13.0 22.8 29.8 40.3
.2433 2.96 6.52 10.9 27.4 51.9 86.1 109 143
.3444 5.32 11.6 18.3 41.0 80.4 151 236 375
.5063 9.67 20.8 32.7 71.9 136 227 297 405
.6670 14.9 31.7 49.1 104 189 292 358 449
.7378 19.3 37.7 56.0 111 189 284 344 428
.8266 21.3 42.8 64.4 130 223 335 405 505
.9367 24.2 50.2 75.9 155 270 407 494 611
1.0712 28.4 58.9 89.4 183 320 489 602 759
1.2317 35.5 70.3 104 207 349 515 621 765
* (y -i5o- p = 5 - 10 ' ••• 90 -
Table 2.10. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in LiF for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X
5
X
10
X
15
X
30
X
50
X
70
X
80
X
90
.0621 .310 .666 1.09 2.85 6.12 11.0 14.6 20.1
.1005 .710 1.54 2.52 6.51 13.4 23.5 30.7 41.6
.2433 3.05 6.73 11.2 28.3 53.5 88.8 113 148
.3444 5.49 12.0 18.9 42.3 82.9 156 244 387
.5063 9.98 21.5 33.8 74.1 140 234 306 418
.6670 15.4 32.7 50.6 108 195 301 370 463
.7378 19.9 38.9 57.8 115 195 293 355 441
.8266 22.0 44.1 66.5 134 230 345 418 521
.9367 25.0 51.8 78.3 160 278 420 510 630
1.0712 29.3 60.7 92.2 189 330 505 621 783
1.2317 36.6 72.6 108 213 360 532 640 789
KV = ToTP p = 5 - 10 " •" 90 -
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Table 2.11. Absorbed dose percentile distances (mg/cm2 ) in CaF. for beta
particle spectra with given average energy.
E (MeV) X a
5
X
10
X
15
X
30
X
50
X
70
X
80
X
90
.0621 .275 .591 .963 2.53 5.43 9. 74 13.0 17.9
.1005 .630 1.36 2.24 5.78 11.9 20. 9 27.3 36.9
.2433 2.71 5.97 9.97 25.1 47.5 78. 8 100 131
.3444 4.87 10.6 16.8 37.6 73.6 139 216 343
.5063 8.85 19.0 30.0 65.8 124 308 272 371
.6670 13.6 29.0 44.9 95.5 173 267 328 411
.7378 17.6 34.5 51.3 102 273 260 315 392
.8266 19.5 39.2 59.0 119 205 306 371 462
.9367 22.2 46.0 69.5 142 247 372 452 560
1.0712 26.0 53.9 81.8 163 293 448 551 695
1.2317 32.5 64.4 95.7 1S9 319 472 563 700
a
* (V = t£o- p = 5, 10 ' •• 90 -
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If it is now assumed that the beta particle energy distribution
remains unchanged as the beta particles penetrate the medium, the
general form of the dose equation for beta particles with endpoint
energy E , becomes:
(
E
° L(E
n
)
D(x) = dE *(E) exp[-6(E
o
)px]
,
(2.23)
-2 -1
where <J> CE) = the beta particle fluence spectrum in electrons cm MeV ,
2 -1
L(E) « the material mass stopping power in MeV cm g ,
and x = the material thickness for an absorber with a density of
P (g cm )
.
Next, by taking the ratio of the dose at a depth X relative to the dose
at the surface (x = 0) , an expression is obtained
-B(E )px f o
° I dE <fr(E) L(E )/p
D(x)/D(0) 5 - -
, (2.24)
1° dE <|>(E) L(E )/p
o
-8(E )px
which reduces to D(x)/D(0) = e (2.25)
The advantage of expressing the dose at depth x as a ratio is
obvious since the spectral dependence has been removed. The only
remaining energy dependence is in the attenuation coefficient. By
integration of Eq. (2.5) for both the cover and TLD element, we obtain
an expression for the total dose absorbed in the TLD relative to the
dose absorbed in a cover, namely:
-8(E )p x -B(E )P TTn xTInC c , , o TLD TLD,M=a-^- -^- —L. (2.26)D(C)
-6(E )p x
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Figs. 2.4 - 2.8 show how the dose from a TLD compares to the dose
between 5-10 mg/cm2 by the use of Eq. (2.26). The figures show the
ratio as a function of beta particle energy. The ideal situation is
2
when the dose in the TLD is exactly equal to the dose at 5-10 mg/cm .
2
This would mean a cover material 5 mg/cm thick, and then a radiation
2
sensitive layer of 5 mg/cm .
From careful consideration of Figs. 2.4 - 2.8, it is seen that the
2
only good representation of beta dose at a depth of 5-10 mg/cm comes
from a radiation sensitive layer that is very similar in thickness.
However, as will be discussed in a later section, abuses which the
dosimeter must undergo while being used also play a vital role in
design.
Whereas characterizing a radiation sensitive element for beta
dosimetry has no clear cut path, gamma rays present an entirely
different situation. Fig. 2.9 shows the attenuation of photons in two
different mass absorber thicknesses as a function of energy. All
photons encountered in dosimetry work are attenuated exponentially
because their spectra do not change even at large depths.
•aiiYM 3soa
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III. BADGE DESIGN
A. Present State of Dosimetry Badge Design
The major reform in personnel dosimetry after the TMI accident came
about when experimental investigations revealed that dosimeters were not
responding in a manner consistent with established algorithms. At that
time the standard personnel badge in use was a two-chip TL dosimeter
consisting of a rugged plastic casing containing a TLD card. The TLDs
were held in place in the aluminum card by two sheets of teflon. Both
TLD elements were 235 mg/cm 2 thick (nominal 2.6 g/cm3 density). The
shallow dose element teflon cover was 35 mg/cm2 thick, and the deep dose
element was covered by 250 mg/cm 2 including the teflon and plastic
casing.
The shortcomings of this badge were mainly due to the thicknesses
of the cover materials and TLDs. Since many low energy beta particles
cannot penetrate 35 mg/cm2 , the thin-covered element under-predicted the
90
shallow dose. However, beta particles from other spectra (i.e. Y,
2.27 MeV E ) can penetrate up to 1100 mg/cm 2 . This caused the
max r r °
thick-covered TLD to over-predict the expected value for the deep dose,
which when subtracted from the thin-shielded element caused the shallow
dose to be under-predicted even more.
Developments in badge design since then have produced dosimeters
which can more accurately measure gamma ray exposures and beta particle
doses. One such badge utilizes four TLD elements encapsulated in
plastic with a plastic plate insert containing the TLDs. The elements
are 15 mg/cm2 thick and made by forming a mono-layer of phosphor
granules on a substrate polyimide film. The beta particle dose element
has a tissue equivalent teflon cover of approximately 14 mg/cm2 . The
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shield thicknesses vary over the other elements from 320 to 1000 rag/ cm2
depending on the element's use. The large mass thickness is obtained
using a . 7 mm lead thickness so that the plastic badge case can be kept
as small as possible. This allows for good angular response. However,
it is not known what problems might be caused by radiation interactions
in lead. This badge is commonly used today in reactor power plant
facilities. It is sensitive to gamma-, X-ray, and beta particle
radiation. A problem with the badge is that the teflon in the TLD
element disallows high temperature annealing in the event that the badge
is exposed to high levels of radiation.
Another badge used at the present time also uses a plastic badge
cover, but has a metal insert. The major difference with this badge is
that it involves eight radiation sensitive elements and detects beta
particle, gamma-, X-ray, and thermal and fast neutrons. A sophisticated
algorithm is required for such a thorough dosimeter.
This particular badge utilizes two elements for beta particle dose.
The first element has a cover of 17 rag/cm2 and is used to report the
skin dose. The second element has a 64 mg/cm2 shield and is used to
predict the energy of the beta particles encountered. The TLD elements
were made by spreading the phosphor out over a heat-resistant resin (10
mg/cm 2 ) and covering them with a transparent resin film (22 mg/cm2 )
.
This badge is used in fuel reprocessing plants and fuel-grade plutonium
production facilities as well as nuclear power plants.
Several other badges exist, but use many of the techniques already
mentioned in one way or another. A major weakness of existing beta
dosimeters is that the cover thickness over the beta dose element in the
dosimeter is too thick. To give a true estimation of skin dose, the
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element detecting beta particles must have a cover of approximately 5
mg/cm2 . Manufacturers argue that abuses which occur with use of the
badges in industry require that at least 15-20 mg/cm2 cover the elements
to prevent contamination or actual damage. Another argument is that
some TLD phosphors, such as lithium borate, are extremely susceptible to
the environment and require strong covers to remain sensitive to
radiation. Whatever the reason may be, badge design studies, in the
area of beta dosimetry, remain active to find the solutions to these
problems.
B. A New Badge Design for Beta Particle-Gamma Ray Dosimetry
A badge has been constructed at Kansas State University which
utilizes nearly tissue-equivalent lucite and the KSU graphite-backed
thin LiF TLD. Lucite has a density of approximately 1.18 g/cm 3 and
average atomic number of approximately 6. These values compare
favorably with 1.145 g/cm 3 and 7.3 for skin, respectively. By placing
the radiation sensitive elements in a holder which closely approximates
skin, a true representation of the skin dose may be achieved.
The new KSU badge is a two-element deep dose-shallow dose (gamma
ray, beta particle) dosimeter. The shallow dose element is a KSU thin
graphite-backed LiF TLD. Its mass thickness ranges from 20-30 mg/cm2
,
but is of very rugged construction. The KSU thin TLD is constructed
without the use of plastics, so high temperature anneals are allowed.
The cover material chosen for the beta element was a 1 mil layer of
aluminized mylar (3.15 mg/cm 2 ). This particular material was chosen for
its strength and low Z number.
When the design for the deep dose element (gamma ray) cover was
chosen, it was decided that a small loss in angular response of the beta
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particles would be traded for the unknown effect of a dense, high Z
material (lead) as a cover. A pyramid-shaped cover of lucite (1000
mg/cm2 ) was added to the thin layer of lucite which is used as a top
cover. As can be seen in Fig. 3.1, the pyramid-shaped cover allows for
good angular response of gamma rays. However, the deep dose cover will
shield beta particles coming in at less than approximately 34°.
The thickness of the bottom section of the badge was chosen so that
it would provide a sufficient distance for backscatter saturation. The
backscatter saturation thickness for high-energy beta particles is
approximately 250 mg/cm2 . Thus, by making the bottom section
approximately 850 mg/cm2 , backscatter saturation is achieved and photons
will penetrate approximately the same mass thickness from the top or
bottom of the dosimeter.
Two circular TLD wells were drilled in the bottom section of the
badge approximately .1 cm deep and .95 cm dia. in order that a variety
of TLDs may some day be tested in the badge. This size of hole will
accommodate TLDs which are 235 mg/cm2 thick and 6.35 mm x 6.35 mm in
area (Harshaw's large TLD chips). However, for this research, the
standard 3.175 mm x 3.175 mm chips were used. To connect the top of the
badge to the bottom, a standard soldering iron was used to melt two
edges together on one side of the badge. This allows for the top side
to be raised and lowered as if connected by a hinge. The aluminized
mylar thin element cover was secured to the bottom side of the top part
of the badge to allow the user to remove the TLD's. Following
irradiation, the TLD's from the KSU badge are removed in order that they
may be processed in the KSU photon counting system to record the TL
output.
35
The KSU two-element badge is a lightweight, solidly built dosimeter
which closely approximates tissue. A way to attach the badge to the
user has not been developed. However, one idea may be to attach a
velcro piece to the badge. The user can then stick it to a velcro strip
which has been attached to his clothing. The user can remove it easily,
but should not lose it while it is being worn.
Admittedly, this badge does not contain all the developments which
will solve the problems with beta particle dosimetry today. However, it
is a design which attacks some of the major problems facing personnel
dosimetry.
36
KSU TWO-ELEMENT
DOSIMETRY BADGE DESIGN
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Fig. 3.1. Specifications of the KSU lucite two-element
dosimetry badge design.
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IV. MATERIALS, PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTS
A. Beta Dosimeters
One type of TLD material and two separate TLD configurations were
evaluated with respect to their beta particle response. The first TLDs
used, obtained commercially, were 3.175 mm x 3.175 mm x 0.89 mm-thick
natural LiF (235 mg/cm2 ) . These solid chips provided dosimeters for use
in determining the response of thick TLDs to beta radiation.
In addition to the standard commercial TLDs mentioned above, a
locally assembled composite was constructed. This extensively studied
composite consisted of adhering thin natural LiF (15-30 mg/cm2 ) TLD
wafers to a graphite backing.
The size of the graphite backing approximated the size of the
commercial TLD mentioned above so that studies could be made by
substituting this composite TLD for existing commercial chips. The
graphite was approximately 4 mm x 4 mm x 0.89 mm-thick (151 mg/cm 2 ) and
the TLD wafers were nominally 3.175 mm x 3.175 mm x 0.05 mm-thick. In
this configuration the TLD wafers provided the skin dose information
while the graphite backing was nearly tissue equivalent and provided
support for the fragile wafer. These TLD composites could also be
annealed at 400°C due to the use of a high temperature resistant
polyimide adhesive. Characteristics of the adhesive material and a
detailed description of the construction of the TLD composite are found
in reference (25)
.
B. Beta Source
The beta particle source used throughout the course of this study
90 ,90
was an 8.33 mCi Sr/ Y. source. The source was encapsulated in
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stainless steel and was packaged with a beryllium window of 23.5 mg/cm 2
mass thickness. During the course of this research, layers of mylar
90(^80 mg/cm2 ) were added to shield the Sr beta particles. The source
capsule was mounted inside a polyethylene cylinder to minimize beta
particle penetration through the sides and back and help reduce
90 90bremsstrahlung radiation. For this Sr/ Y source, the maximum
bremsstrahlung production will be less than 2.1% of the total beta
particle energy emitted. For this reason .bremsstrahlung effects were
ignored.
C. Beta Irradiations
Beta particle absorbed-dose irradiations were performed by
arranging the TLDs in a circular configuration directly below the
source. Two different source locations determined what materials were
placed under the TLDs. For the first part of this research (the minimum
detectable dose study, the annealing study, and an environmental effects
study) each set of TLDs were placed on top of a 1.52 mm-thick styrene
sheet which was supported by a 25.4 mm styrofoam block. The beta source
was suspended from a string directly above the TLDs.
90 ,90
For the remainder of the study, a portable Sr/ Y source
irradiator was assembled. The beta particle irradiator contained a
tissue equivalent plastic phantom block approximately 400 mm x 400 mm x
160 mm-thick. The plastic phantom has a nominal density of 1 g/cm3 .
TLDs were placed directly under a source housing (made of lucite, which
90 90
completely encapsulates the Sr/ Y source holder) on top of the
90 90phantom block. All Sr/ Y irradiations were performed at a
source-to-detector distance of either 50 or 60 cm.
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D. Gamma Irradiations
Gamma irradiations were performed using two commercial irradiators
containing Cs and Co sources. The Co source was used for
137
Kilorad-level doses, while the Cs source was used for mrad doses.
The TLDs were placed in a pyrex glass dish for Co irradiations and
137placed in an equilibrium plexiglass holder for Cs irradiations.
E. Annealing
Prior to each readout cycle, and immediately after each
irradiation, TLDs were post-annealed for 10 minutes at 100°C in a
covered pyrex dish. This procedure removed the low-temperature TL
output which was not used to determine absorbed dose. The covered
dishes were used to eliminate non-radiation induced TL which seems to
occur when moisture condenses on a cooling TLD. A high temperature
pre-irradiation annealing study was conducted and is reported in Section
V.B.
F. Badge Construction
The machining of the KSU lucite badge was done by hand with the use
of a band saw. The first step was to cut blocks of lucite which were
approximately 2 inches square. The blocks were then cut in half, with
each half being used as a top or bottom. The correct dimensions were
etched into the lucite, and the band saw was then used to prepare the
badges. The element wells in the bottom part and the hole through the
top part of the badge were drilled using a simple milling machine. The
final step was to melt two edges together to form a hinge and combine
the two halves into a single element.
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G. TL Analyzers
Two TLD reader systems were used to measure TL emissions. One
system was a commercial TLD analyzer and the other was a KSU designed
TLD photon counting system.
The commercial reader was a Harshaw analyzer which consisted of two
major components: (1) a 2000-A thermoluminescence (TL) detector, and
(2) a 2000-B automatic integrating picoammeter. During normal
operation, the TL detector utilized a photomultiplier (PM) tube to
measure the TL emissions. As the heat induced emissions were measured,
the PM tube current was integrated by the 2000-B unit between the
response integration temperatures of 130-200°C. This integrated charge
was the desired quantity used to relate the instrument output to the
radiation induced excitation within the dosimeters and was displayed on
seven segment LEDs.
The KSU designed TLD photon system is controlled by a Motorola
M6800 microprocessor. The microprocessor controls heating cycles, count
times, replace temperatures, restart temperatures, and detects errors in
27
readout procedures.
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V. RESULTS
A. Environmental Effects
A major advantage and one of the reasons LiF Is a popular TLD
material is its relative insensitivity to environmental effects.
However, to confirm previous findings, LiF composite dosimeters were
137
exposed to 100 mRad from a Cs source and some of them were stored in
the dark, while the remaining dosimeters were placed under a fluorescent
light for either 19 h or 70 h prior to the measurement of the remaining
TL. Light induced fading was not observed. Sunlight induced TL was
investigated by placing the dosimeters in a north facing window for 2 h
and 90 h. A small low temperature peak was observed when the TLDs were
analyzed without a post anneal. When a post anneal of )00°C for 10 min
was performed sunlight induced TL was not evident.
B. Pre-irradiation annealing
Annealing before TLDs are exposed to radiation refers to a
temperature treatment which is selected to remove residual
thermoluminescent (TL) emissions, modify the dosimeter's sensitivity to
radiation, and remove unstable low temperature emissions. Many different
annealing procedures have been reported. The two most often used
procedures, for LiF, are 1 h at 400°C followed by 2 h at 100°C and 1 h at
400°C followed by 24 h at 80°C. Unfortunately, even though it is well
known that the cooling rate drastically effects the TLD response, minimum
attention is often given to the transition step between 400-100°C or
between 400-80 °C and then to room temperature. Maintaining a LiF TLD at
an elevated temperature in a high humidity laboratory also greatly
increases non-radiation induced TL. Due to the problems inherent in
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annealing, many TLD users prefer to conduct all of their work without
annealing. However, due to the presence of high temperature traps in
LiF, low dose measurements following high dose irradiations requires
pre-annealing to avoid residual signals from previous irradiations. One
of the keys to performing accurate low dose measurements is to establish
when and how to anneal a given type of TLD.
Optimum annealing must be TLD-type specific. For commercial chips
and powders composed only of TLD material, the two annealing procedures
mentioned above are well accepted. However, many widely used LiF-based
dosimeter badges, LiF suspended in Teflon and composite dosimeters can't
withstand temperatures as high as 400°C. If these dosimeters are
purposely or accidently exposed to a high radiation dose and they can't
be annealed to remove the high temperature traps, then they must not be
used for future low dose monitoring. This is the unfortunate consequence
of not having a selection of high temperature plastics or other tissue
equivalent materials available for the fabrication of TLD badges
suitable for personnel dosimetry.
An annealing experiment was conducted to evaluate the degree to
which the residual high temperature TL could be removed from the thin
graphite-backed LiF beta dosimeters. The limiting component is the
adhesive-backed Kapton used to adhere the thin LiF chip to the graphite
backing. It was found that annealing at 400°C for extended times caused
discoloration of the Kapton and eventual weakening of the bond.
Fortunately, as discussed below, extended annealing at 350°C didn't
appear to damage these dosimeters and virtually complete removal of the
high temperature traps was accomplished.
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Two basic experiments were completed — 1. a comparison between
annealing for thick (35 mil) and thin (^2 mil) TLDs using a commercial
mean level TLD analyzer and 2. the effect of annealing on thin TLDs
using the K-State photon counting TLD analyzer. For each experiment, the
TLDs were exposed to 1000 Rads of Co, annealed at various temperatures
for 10 min and in some cases simply readout twice and in other cases
137
exposed to 100 mRad of Cs and then read twice.
When the commercial TLD analyzer was used, 325°C for 10 min was
found to remove the residual TL from the thin chips. However, this
anneal was not adequate for the thick TLDs. For the thick TLDs, the
second readout was 22% higher than their reading following 400°C for 1 h.
Because the photon counting analyzer has a much higher sensitivity,
detailed measurements were then performed with this instrument and thin
TLDs.
Graphite-backed TLDs with a nominal thickness of 2.5 mils were
irradiated at the 1000 Rad level and annealed in a covered pyrex dish.
Annealing temperatures ranged from 275-350°C. The 10 min time period
established using the commercial TLD analyzer was adopted for all of
these measurements. Typical glow curve results are shown in Figs.
5.1-5.3 for the sequence of high dose - anneal - first read - second
read. At 350°C for 10 min, the first and second readouts were identical
(see Fig. 5.3). Moreover, these readouts matched the glow curves for
unirradiated thin TLDs. Thus, the high temperature traps produced
during the 1000 Rad irradiation were eliminated.
To verify that these thin TLDs could be used to measure low doses
following a 1000 Rad irradiation and annealing, the TLDs were passed
through the sequence of high dose - high temperature anneal - low dose -
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100°C for 10 min post anneal - first read - second read. As shown in
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, the residual TL induced by the high dose irradiation
decreased from a major component at 325°C for 10 min to an insignificant
level when the TLBs were annealed at 350°C for 10 min. In addition, the
small photon component, shown in Fig. 5.5, above the main TL glow peak
is not recorded as TLD light emission by the photon counter since it is
programmable and integrates only the peak region.
It was concluded from this study that the thin graphite-backed TLDs
can be routinely annealed at 350°C for 10 min to remove the residual TL
without damaging the dosimeter. It was also found, as expected, that the
high dose and high temperature treatments changed the sensitivity of the
TLDs.
Based upon these results, it is interesting to note that 350°C for
10 min is adequate for thin TLDs and not for thick TLDs. Carlsson 28
reported that annealing at high temperatures should last only long
enough to empty filled electron traps. For thin TLDs this is ^10 min.
In addition, it has been shown that recycling of LiF using the 400 °C and
no
l h anneal changes the sensitivity. Hopefully, this effect would be
decreased for the thin TLDs since both the temperature and anneal time
are reduced.
C. Minimum Detectable Dose (MDD)
Application of dosimeters to personnel radiation monitoring requires
establishment of the minimum dose level which can be detected for
specific types of radiation. This, obviously, requires definition of
minimum detectable dose (MDD)
. It has been recognized for some time that
the background readings limit the MDD, however, recently MDD limits have
not been based upon the magnitude of the background reading but on its
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standard deviation. This is consistent with the general principles of
radiation detection. Two commonly used definitions are that the MID
corresponds to 2 or 3 times the standard deviation of the instruments
response to unirradiated TLDs
.
To be conservative, the definition adopted
for this study of thin TLDs is — the minimum detectable dose refers to
the dose which is 3 times the standard deviation of the second readout of
irradiated TLDs. For thin LiF TLDs processed on the K-State photon
counting TLD analyzer, the standard deviation of the first 'or second
readouts of an unirradiated TLD is essentially the same as the standard
deviation of the second readout of an irradiated TLD.
Four factors which significantly contribute to the magnitude and
standard deviation of an instruments background response are: 1. non-
radiation induced TL from the TLD, 2. dark current from the
photomultiplier tube (thermionic emission of electrons from the
photocathode, ionization of gas molecules by energetic electrons, decay
of radioisotopes in the PMT structure itself, and ohmic leakage for the
current integration instruments), 3. thermal radiation from structural
elements in the instrument during the heating cycle and A. noise in the
associated electronics. During the course of this study, the
non-radiation induced TL was decreased to a minimum level. Thus, the
standard deviations in the background or noise level was determined
mainly by statistical fluctuations from photons stemming from items 2-4.
As defined, the MDD is dependent not only on the standard deviation
of the background reading but also on the magnitude of the TLD signal.
This signal strength is a function of the TLD efficiency (i.e., photons
emitted/mRad), the light collection efficiency of the TLD analyzer, the
PMT sensitivity, and the mode of recording the PMT output (either as
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photons or current Integration). Due to the small quantity of TL
material present in thin dosimeters, a common concern is that the TLD
efficiency will be too low for personnel radiation monitoring.
Therefore, the MDD was measured for the K-State thin LiF TLDs.
To aid in understanding the meaning of the standard deviations
calculated from the second reads of these thin TLDs, an analysis of
approximately 450 second readouts, obtained with the photon counting
analyzer, was completed. A Chi-squared goodness-of-f it test showed the
fit was acceptable, within the 10% and 90% confidence levels, with a
Chi-squared value of 15.89 and 10 degrees of freedom. The standard
deviation of the no dose distribution was 42.1 counts, which is equal to
approximately 1 mRad. It should be noted that the second reading of the
thin, graphite-backed TLDs appeared to be totally random and did not
display any relationship to the magnitude of the prior TLD dose (or
first read)
.
This fact was observed with doses up to several rads of
gamma exposure. Due to this result, pre-annealing of these thin LiF
TLDs is normally not required if the TL analyzer is set to integrate
only the main glow peak.
A specific MDD experiment was performed by exposing thin LiF TLDs
to low level radiation fields of both gamma rays and beta particles.
Gamma ray measurements were made using a 137Cs source positioned 60 cm
from the dosimeters in a 2 mR/min field. Dosimeters with a nominal
thickness of 20 mg/cm 2 were encased in a lucite electronic equilibrium
shield, irradiated, post-annealed at 100°C for 10 min in a covered Pyrex
dish, cooled for 5 min, and processed with both a current integrating
analyzer and the photon counting analyzer. Three measurements were
completed at each exposure level from 5 to 100 mR. The relative
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sensitivity of each TLD was measured and sensitivity corrections were
applied to correct for the differences in sensitivity due mainly to
thickness variations. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the linear exposure
response of these two TLD analyzers for gamma-ray irradiated thin TLDs.
An example glow curve, measured with the photon counter, is shown in
Fig. 5.8 for a 40 mR exposure. The standard deviation of the second
readout was calculated averaging all values measured during this
experiment, giving gamma-ray MDD values of 3,1 * 0.5 mR for the photon
counter and 13.2 ± 3mR for the current integrating analyzer.
These MDD's are consistent with the average readouts obtained from
the low dose data. The mean of the net readout and its standard
deviation for six TLDs at 5 mR was 229 ± 19 (8%) counts. Likewise, at 10
mR the current integrating analyzer result for six TLDs was 0.0773 t
0.0178 (23%) nC. Corresponding results for single TLD measurements would
be 229 ± 49 (2U) and 0.0773 ± 0.0436 (56%).
For the beta particle MDD study, bare LiF TLDs were positioned 60 cm
90 90from a point Sr/ Y source where the radiation field was 14.8 mRad/min.
Beta particle instrument response data are shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
An example glow curve, for a 60 mRad dose is presented in Fig. 5.11.
The statistical MDD's for beta particles are 4.2 ± 0.3 mRads and 18.1 i
1.3 mRad for the photon counter and current integrating analyzers,
respectively.
Beta particle data were not measured at the low 4 mRad level.
However, at 20 mRad the mean of the net readouts and their standard
deviations for six TLDs was 730 ± 36 (5%) counts and 0.1407 ± 0.0257
(18%) nC. Single TLDs could be expected to give results of 730 ± 88
(12%) counts and 0.2407 t 0.063 (45%) nC at the 20 mRad level. Original
data from the MDD study are shown in Appendix A.
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D. Evaluation of the KSU Lucite Dosimetry Badge
Five lucite dosimeters were constructed according to the
specifications shown in Fig. 3.1. In each badge, two thin KSU
graphite-backed LiF TLDs were placed in the element wells. To evaluate
the performance of the new design, several test runs were performed.
Moreover, an algorithm was developed to allow calculation of the beta
particle and gamma ray doses in an unknown field from the TL output
recorded for each TLD element and corresponding calibration data.
1. An algorithm to calculate gamma ray and beta particle doses for a
two-element badge
90Since some of the beta particles from a Y spectra can penetrate
more than 1000 mg/cm2
, it was assumed that both TLD elements, 1 (3.15
mg/cm2 cover), and 2 (1000 mg/cm2 ), would have both a gamma ray and a
beta particle response. Thus, to solve for two unknowns, the beta dose
B and the gamma dose G, two equations were developed:
and
B
X
B + I-jG = Nj
, (5.1)
B
2
B + T
2
G = N
2
, (5.2)
where 6, beta particle response of TLD under thin cover,
B
2
= beta particle response of TLD under thick shield,
Tj = gamma ray response of TLD under thin cover,
T
2
= gamma ray response of TLD under thick cover,
'l
thin cover,
and N = total TL response of TLD under thick cover.
Combining Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) and solving for G, an expression is
obtained to solve the gamma dose:
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G = [(N
2
/B
2 )
- (N
1
/B
1
)]/[(r
2
/B
2
) - Cr
i
/B
1
>]. (5.3)
Then, by substituting the value calculated for G in Eq. (5.3) into Eq.
(5.1), the beta particle dose becomes:
B = [Sj - (r
x
x G)]/8r (5.4)
2. Calibration of the KSU badge
To obtain the response values of the TLDs in the KSU badges, the
badges were subjected to two separate irradiations. First the
137dosimeters were exposed to 100 mR of Cs gamma rays; and, after a
100°C-10 min post-anneal to TL output from the photon counting system
was recorded for each TLD. Then, the same procedure was done after a
90 90108 mrad exposure to Sr/ Y beta particles. The response values (i.e.
Bp are found by taking the TL output and dividing by the corresponding
exposure. For instance, S is the beta particle response value for a
thin cover. Hence, the TL output from the thin-covered TLD after an
90 90
exposure to Sr/ Y divided by the exposure is the value for B., and so
on for & , T , and F . Calibration data and response values are shown
in Table 5.1 as sensitivity-corrected average values for the five
badges.
A question which always arises during calibration is the relative
sensitivity of TLDs to beta particles and gamma rays. Fig. 5.12 shows
representative glow curves for thin HF TLDs exposed to 103 mrad from a
Cs gamma ray source, and for thin TLDs exposed to 102 mrad from a Y
beta particle source. By careful observation of Fig. 5.12 and from the
fact that the slopes of the beta particle and gamma ray sensitivity
curves are approximately the same (Figs. 5.6 and 5.9, or Figs. 5.7 and
5.10), the beta factor for an uncovered TLD is approximately 1.
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However, the TLDs in the KSU badge are covered. Thus, beta
particles which are created by gamma rays are shielded. This results in
a lower gamma sensitivity for both elements, but particularly element 2.
From the results tabulated in Table 5.1, the KSU badge beta factor
(S,/ r ,) is 1.08. However, the relative gamma ray sensitivity for
element 1 to element 2 (I",/ 1",) is 1
-
37 which shows the dramatic effect
of the thick shield on beta particles created by gamma rays.
3. Mixed beta particle, gamma ray field test results
The final step of the evaluation was to exposure the badges to mixed
gamma ray, beta particle radiation fields and test the badges'
performance. Dosimeter response evaluations were tested at several dose
ratios. This was done to insure that the badges would respond in either
high gamma or high beta dose regions, or a mixture of the two.
The tests were performed at dose ratios of nominally 1 to 1, 5 to
1, and 10 to 1. For the 1 to 1 test, the gamma dose was measured 9.6%
high and the beta dose was 10.4% low for 50 mR and 50 mrad exposures,
respectively. For a gamma dose of 250 mR and beta dose of 54 mrad, the
measured values were 2.4% and 5.2% high, respectively. For the other 5
to 1 test, the beta and gamma doses were both low, 3.1% and 13.2%,
respectively. For the first 10 to 1 test, the gamma exposure (large
dose rate) was measured 3.6% high, and the beta exposure (low dose rate)
was 1.2% high. For the final test, the beta dose measured was 5.0%
below the 325 mrad level, and the gamma dose was 29.7% below the 30 mR
level. See Table 5.2 for the tabulated final results of the badges'
mixed-field tests and Appendix G for the invididual TLD readings.
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Table 5.1 Calibration results of 5 KSU lucite badges using thin graphite-
backed TLBs and reported as sensitivity-corrected averages.
The gamma ray dose was 101 mR and the beta particle dose was
109 mrad.
ELEMENT
SHIELD
ELEMENT RESPONSE
Gamma Dose Beta Dose
TL (counts) 3 TL (counts)
RESPONSE
PARAMETERS
(counts/mR or mrad)
Thin Cover
Thick Cover
3724.6
2712.4
4306.8
202
Tj = 36.88 B, = 39.88
T
2
= 26.86 8
2
= 1.87
Counts correspond to number of TL emissions recorded by the photon
counting system.
Table 5.2. Final test results for the KSU two-element lucite
badge. The badges were exposed to mixed fields
of beta particles and gamma rays at ratios of
nominally 1 to 1, 5 to 1, and 10 to 1.
Gamma Ray Beta Particle Measured Gamma Measured Beta
Exposure Dose Gamma Ray Dose Particle Dose'
Given (mR) Given (mrad) (mR) (mrad)
50 54 54.8 ± 2.1 48.4 i 2.7
250 54 256.1 ± 3.8 56.8 1 3.4
50 272 43.4 ± 1.4 263.5 ± 6.4
300 33 310.8 ± 6.5 33.4 ± 1.0
30 325 21.1 ± 2.0 308.9 ± 6.2
Average of 5 TLD elements.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Several studies were performed with KSU thin graphite-backed TLDs
and thick commercial TLDs by performing irradiation experiments with
beta and gamma sources. Several beta dosimetry concepts have been
clarified from the results of those studies.
A good indication of why only 3.15 mg/cm2 is a sufficient shield
for the beta dose element is LiF's relative insensitivity to the
environment. By using a composite LiF TLD of rugged construction, a 1
mil aluminized mylar layer is ample thickness to prevent the
contamination of the element in a radiation field.
The minimum detectable dose that a dosimeter can detect is a
function of both the radiation sensitive element and the analyzing
system. Whereas the TL phosphor must have enough material present to be
fairly sensitive to radiation, the noise levels in the analyzing system
must remain constant. If the standard deviation of the second readout
of a TLD is large compared with the radiation induced light emission
from the TLD, then a different analyzing system (or TLD) must be
investigated. The KSU photon counting system was shown to be ideal for
measuring photon emission from the less sensitive thin graphite-backed
LiF TLDs.
By using a thin graphite-backed LiF TLD in the KSU personnel badge,
these badges may accidentally be exposed to high dose fields (1 KR
range) of radiation and still be used. Teflon-matrix thin TLDs have the
disadvantage of melting at high temperatures. KSU thin TLDs can be
annealed at high temperatures to remove the high temperature traps which
occur at high exposures. However, since a sensitivity change will
accompany this process, a new sensitivity factor would have to be found.
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It was also shown that the KSU two-element badge can be used In a
mixed beta-gamma field to measure the desired beta and gamma components.
However, a need for increased gamma dose sensitivity is evident. The
results showed that in a high beta dose field, the gamma dose was
under-predicted each time, which points to the need for higher
sensitivity from element 2 (1000 mg/cm2 cover).
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VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The ultimate design for a personnel dosimeter badge is one which
accounts for neutrons and X-rays as well as gamma rays and beta
particles. The two-element KSU badge concept should be extended to
three- and possibly four-elements to broaden its use. Also, several
other radiation sensitive materials such as CaF. and Li„B,0, should be
L L h 1
tested for possible inclusion into the badge design because of their
higher sensitivity.
Continued research should also be performed on the two-element
design to optimize the low gamma dose response. Investigations should
be made by substituting a thick TLD element (i.e., the Harshaw 3.175 mm
x 3.175 mm x .89 mm standard LiF chip) for the thin element which was
used for the deep dose. The thick chip has a much higher sensitivity,
and would be able to detect much lower gamma doses. Also, an angular
response investigation for both beta particles and gamma rays should be
performed.
The effects of a high Z, dense cover material such as lead should
also be investigated. If the response of such materials to radiation
could be characterized, their use as a shield material would improve the
angular response of dosimeters to beta particles.
An additional study should be performed on the backscatter effect
introduced by the graphite backing on the thin KSU TLD. Experiments
should show the effect on the response of the TLD as a function of
varying graphite thickness.
Finally, it is suggested that future annealing studies for both
thin and thick TLDs be based upon the concept of UV light induced
30phototransfer. Jain showed that phototransf er occurred from the
o7
^400°C region Co the lower peaks, 150 and 200°C. Thus, it would be
possible to anneal at 330°C. This would be an ideal procedure for the
thin graphite-backed TLDs. Whereas short duration anneals at 400°C
are possible, extended exposures to 400°C darken the polyimide adhesive
material and weaken its bond.
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APPENDIX A: MINIMUM DETECTABLE DOSE STUDY
Gamma ray and beta particle response experimental data.
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APPENDIX B: ANNEALING STUDY
Gamma ray response experimental data from large doses followed by
high temperature anneals.
80
Table B.l. Gamma ray response experimental data from 1000 R Co exposures
followed by various high temperature anneals for 10 minutes
taken by the KSU photon counting system.
.350'
lst
b
'C 325''C 300''C 275°C
TLD ID 2nd
C
1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd
556
d
407 590 455 2682 1335 180987 2656
1 1148 480 1143 558 2868 1883 123227 3695
2 638 432 695 391 1494 1562 363315 3732
3 736 520 796 423 1735 1562 28414 5059
4 847 462 1215 739 8609 3507 499896 4230
5 613 411 2206 970 4766 3726 60324 4477
6 1149 434 1119 540 4312 1245 32239 2016
7 540 417 862 597 2963 1566 17732 2130
8 537 373 1661 824 14796 1969 60783 2203
9 666 417 909 817 5003 1958 20836 2284
A previous study on a commercial Harshaw reader concluded a 10 min anneal
at 325°C would be sufficient to remove the trapped energy from the thin
LiF TLD.
1st response data from the 2-cycle KSU photon counting system.
2nd response data from the 2-cycle KSU photon counting system.
No. of photons emitted.
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APPENDIX C: ABSORBED DOSE PERCENTILE DISTANCES
Absorbed dose percentile distance graphs for various personnel
badge cover, TLD, and backing materials. Data are also included for
muscle tissue for comparison. These values were calculated using
Berger's scaling procedure and numerical values for water as the
reference.
3 Average energies were used for the following beta particle
147„ 133Y 204„, 47- 132 86 15 49 90 76spectra: Pm, Xe, Tl, Ca, 1, Kb, u, sc, I, as,
and Al, respectively. Average and maximum endpoint energies of these
spectra are shown in Table C.l.
Martin J. Berger, "Distribution of absorbed dose around point sources
of electrons and beta particles in water and other media," NM/MIRD
Pamphlet No. 7 (1971).
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Table C.l. Average and endpoint energies for
beta spectra used to predict
absorbed dose percentile distances
Beta Particle Beta Piarticle
Beta Particle
Emitter
Spectra
E (MeV) a
av
Spectra
E (MeV)
max
147
Pm .0621 .224
133,
.1005 .346
204
T1 .2433 .766
* 7
Ca .3444 1.98 (18%)
132j
.5063 2.12 (20Z)
86
Rb .6670 1.76
15
o .7378 1.74
49
Sc .8266 2.01
90
y .9367 2.27
76
As 1.0712 2.98
28
A1 1.2397 2.87
p. 12 reference no. 16.
Radiological Health Handbook, revised edition,
January 1970.
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APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF ELECTRON RANGE-ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS
Electron energy can be expressed as a function of electron range,
and since the incident range can be calculated as a function of the
emergent particle energy and absorber mass thickness, the following
relationship can be obtained: 3
dR.(E )/dE
where E = kinetic energy of the electron,
<J>(E) = flux density of beta particles,
R(E) = range of beta particle,
i = subscript for incident particles,
e = subscript for emerging particles,
and r absorber mass thickness.
The electron range-energy relationship developed by Katz and Penfold for
aluminum was chosen to estimate
<f> (E ) :
e e
R(E) = R
Q
E
a
, (D.2)
where R(E) = beta particle range in g/cm 2
,
R = 0.412,
o
E = kinetic energy in MeV,
and n = 1.265 - 0.0954 JtnE for 0.01 < E < 2.5 MeV.
The following is the derivation of the emerging energy and spectra
equations for beta particles.
Evaluating equation (D.2), the range equation becomes:
R (E ) = 0.412 E d-265-0.0954 In ZJ
e e (D.3)
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Now, the natural logarithm Is taken of both sides, and from the 3rd law
of logarithms equations (D.3) becomes:
Zn[R (E )] - Zn(0.412) - (1.265-0.0954 in E ) in E . (D.4)
e e e e
Since this equation is of order 2, the inverse of the 2nd order term is
multiplied through and a constant is added to both sides to complete the
square. Thus, equation (D.4) becomes:
[(in E ) - 6.63] 2 - 43.9569 - [9.2949 - 10.4822 £nR (E )]. (D.5)
e e e
Finally, solving for UnE ) and then taking the exponential of each
side,
E - exp {6.63 - 3.2376 [3.3067 - In R (E ) f5 } (D.6)
From the 23rd edition CRC standard mathematical tables, —(uV ) =dx
™ fa
* (lnu)u jr-
.
Thus, applying this to equation (D.2),
dR
e
(E
g
) n.-l n.
rdn.
—
T5 = R n E + R (UnE ) E k=2. (D 7 \dE
e
o e e o e e (dE
J
w-i)
n -1 n
-
R n
e
E
e
e
+ R
o
anE
e
)E
e
Vo. 0954/E
g
) , (D.8)
n -1
= R
o
E
e
S
tn
e
" °- 0954 taE
e
]
'
(D
- 9)
From inspection we see that equation (D.9) will be the same for incident
particles. Thus,
dR (EJ/dE E ne_1 [n -0.0954 In E ]e e e
_
e e e
dR.(EJ/dE. n~^Tr (D.10)V 1" i E "i [n. -0.0954 in E.]
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APPENDIX E: EFFECT OF ABSORPTION ON CALCULATED KURIE PLOTS
Kurie plots were calculated for original beta spectra and
attenuated spectra based on an electron range-energy relationship
developed by Katz and Penfold.
3
Figures E.l - E.3 represent Kurie plots
f
147
pm> Tl, and Y spectra for various mass absorber thicknesses.
a
L. Katz and A. S. Penfold, Rev. of Mod. Phys., 24, 28 (1952).
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APPENDIX F: THE SPECTRUM-CHANGE COMPUTER CODE
The following computer listing reveals the computer program used to
calculate changes in Pm spectra due to absorber thicknesses based on
a range-energy relationship. Remark statements (!) discuss the
program's step-by-step procedure.
Important variables in the program are:
T , T 5 incident and emergent beta particle kinetic energv,
i e
Speci, Spece = incident and emergent spectral height,
Rat = Ratio of range differentials,
R = range of beta particles,
W = relativistic total energy,
and Kur = left side of Eq. (2.9).
100
•ooo
KM
1200
1300
I I'M
1 f00
1600
1700
1800
m-o
:coo
2100
Ull 1 1! II 1 1 1 n> 1 1 III I II U 1 1 II rltllK tllJIIlIIIJ 1 1 1! 1 1 1 1
1
I THIS PffflSRAJI Ch'.CULP'E; THE CHANGE !N BETfi EFECTRU"
I AS 1 T PASSES THROUGH AN A650R8EF KITH * CEPTrtlM BASE
I THICKNESS. THI5 PROSRM ALSO EVALUATES THE AVERAGE
I ENERGY OF 'HE BETA SPECTRM U3IN6 « S1HFLE NUKERICAL
i INfE'RATlON AND EVALUATES THE F.NDPOINT ENEP6Y OF THE
I SPECTPU1 IJ51N5 A M.PIE PLOT AND A SiTIPLIFTEO FEPH1
> FUNCTION. THIS PP06BAH EVALUATES ALL THESE FOR THE
I 147-Pi SFECTFA.
imiiiitiniiiiiiii in inn limn in iiitiiimtiiiiiii
::oo
:<oo
2500
:m
2700
2800
2":>o
3000
310"
2'
;
3300
3«'0
3:00
36'.0
3700
3800
3¥0C
4000
4100
4200
4700
4400
4500
4600
4700
4300
4900
5000
5100
52'0
5300
5400
5500
5:00
5*00
5800
3900
6000
4! 00
6110
4120
DATA .0006, It. 263,. 0023,11. 094,. 0045, 10. 87,. 0079. 10. 61
OATA .0113, 10. 4,,0135, i'),26,. 0158,10. 11, .0180,9.961
DA'A ,0203, 9. 522,. 0225, =.675,. 0243, 7.523,. 027,9. 383
DATA .0293, 9. 277,. 0315, 9. 084,. 0333, 8. 935,. 036, 8. 737
PATA .0333, 8. a3B,. 0404, 8. 439,. 0428, 8. 33?,. 0451 ,6.1?
DATA .0473, 8.041,. 0'96, 7. 893,. 0513, 7. 742,. 0541, 7.593
DATA .0543, 7. 444,. 0586, 7. 295,. 0408, 7. 1 '7,. 043'., 4. 9'9
CATS .0653,6. 351,. 0*76, 6. 703,. 0699, 6. 555,. 0721, 6. 40?
DATA .0743, 6. 762,. 0764, 4. 114,. 0783, 5. 97!,. 081 1,5. 526
DA'A .0834, 5. 632,. 0856, 5. 538,. 0879, 5. 395,. 0901, 5, 253
MM . 0924, 5. i 12,. 0946, 4. °71,. 0969, 4. 332,. 0991, 4. i?3
DATA
.1014, 4. 556,. 1.136,4. 4139,. 1059. 4. 263,. 1081, 4. 14?
DATA
. 1104, 4. 015,. 1126, 3. 883,. 114', 3. 752,, 1171, 5. t23
DATA . 1 194. 3. 494,. 1216, 3. 363,. 1239, 3.242,. I2«2, 3. 113
3"TA .1284, 2. 996,. 1307. 2. 875,. 1329, 2, 756,, 1352, 2, 43?
»»!« .1374, 2. 523,. 1397, 2. 409,. 1419, 2.297,. 1442, 2. 187
DATA .1464, 2. 07?,. 1437, 1.973,. 1509, 1.86?,, 1532, 1.767
DATA .153', 1.463,. 1577, 1.57,. 1599, 1.475,. 1622, 1.783
DATA ,1644, 1.293,. 1667, 1.205,. 1689, 1.1 19,. 1712, 1.037
DATA
. 1735, .9572, . 1 757, .88, . 1779, .6056, . IE02, . 7341
1825,. 6655,. 18'7,. 59?9,. 1849,. 5373,. 13=2,. 4776
1913,. 4214,. 1937,. 3683,, I960,. 3185,. 1982,. 272,
2005,. 2290,. 202",. 1895,. 204?,. 1534,. 2072,. 1211
20?5, . 0923, . 21 18, . 0674, . 21 40, . 0462, . 2163. . 0239
2185,. 0I5 : ,. 2208,. 0064,. 2230,, 0012,. 2241,. 000!
niiimutm nut immniiiinmi minimumi
THESE DATA ARE FROH A FfiiVATE COIMUNICA'ICN FF0I1 CROSS
AND ARE 'OR Pi-1'7,
tiiilltiiiiHiiitiiiiiiiliiiiiiiimiiimmiuiiiui
KTOER OF DATA POINTS IN SPECTRA
Oil FUOOI, Tit 1001, Rat (IOC), 5peci(IM),TeflOOi,Spece(100M!10i)), Kurt 100)
FOR 1=1 TO 10?
FEAD Ti (II, Specilil
NE"T I
CALL Kori«lIll»),SpKi»l,H(»l,l!»rU),I-l!
INPUT "DO YOU HAN! INITIAL IUSIE FL01 (l=YE?,2=N0i ","a
IF Qa=2 THEN 6600
CALL BdataWlli.HurlO.I-li
Su«=0
Esu»=0
DATA
DATA
DATA
,
DATA
DA'A
.
N=100
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6200 ! iiiitiiiiitiiitiiiittitititiiiiiiiititiitiiiiiitiittii
63)0 ! THE PROCEEDING SECTION EVALUATES THE AVERAGE ENERGY
6'00 ' AND THE DATA FOR THE KURIE PLOT FOR THE EWOINT.
6500 ' iiitMiniiiimmiiiiiiiiiimtiiiiimmiiiiiiiiH
6800 FOR 1=1 TO 100
6900 Si»«Sm>Ti(lirSpeci(P
7030 E'in=Esuii»Speci (I)
7100 NEKT I
7:00 Eavg=Sui/E5'ji
7300 PRINT "THE INITIAL AVERAGE BETA ENERGY IS (NeVI'jEivj
7*00 Ei3>=<N(100!-lll.5!l
7500 FRINT -AND THE ENOFOINT ENERGY IS IHeVI'jEmi
7600 INPUT 'DO VO'J NAN! BOAT FILE FOR INITIAL RANGE PLOT (1=YE3, 2=NQ) ",B
7700 IF 5=2 THEN 7900
7800 CALL MitilTilt), Special, I-ll
W! INPUT "MASS THICKNESS OF COVER (ig/ci'2l\Rs
8000 Ra'Fl/1000
eioo ! iiiiitittittiitttiiiittiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitni
8200 ! NOH HE KILL CALCULATE THE RANGE OF ENER6ENT BETAS
8300 ! iiiitiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiitiiittimim
8400 FOR 1=1 TO 100
8500 IF TidK.Ol THEN 10200
9600 Ni=1.265-.0954tL05Ui(IH
6700 P(II=.4l2ITill)"Ni-Ri
8800 IF MUM THEN 10200
5=0) ' till tt 1
1
till 1 1 ( 1 1 tl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)1 1 1 • )i I tl t < 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 r 1 1> i
9000 ! NOW NE CALCULATE THE ENERGEN' ENERGY OF EACH BETS.
9100 ! titiiitiiiiittiiitiiiiiiiitiiimiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitii
5200 TeU)=E»P(6.63-3.2376lf3.30£?-L0GIR'.II!l\5l
93)0 ' ti 111 I II 1 1 til it t tit 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 1 1 < I • t II 11 <l 1 1 1 ) 1 1 ll 1 1
1
9400 ' NOW HE CALCULATE THE FATIO OF RANGE DIFFERENTIALS.
9500 ! tlllllltllllllllllllimtlllilllllllllllllitllllllill
9600 Ne=!.265-.0954ILOS(T5(I)I
9700 N'j«er=TelI! A INe-llt( 1i=-.095»ILOGIT = l!il!
9800 Ceno«=Ti(II"(N:-i)l:Ni-.095<IL0GIT|(l!)i
9500 PatlII=N'iier/Jeno»
10000 5»Kt(II»Rit(IHSpKilII
1C 100 EOTO 7900
102)0 Tell 1=0
10300 3pecell>=0
10*00 NEXT I
10500 S>ji=0
10600 E5U»=0
10700 FOR 1=1 TO 100
10300 Sul'SlniTedltSpecelll
10900 Esui=Esue»Sp?ce(II
11000 NEXT I
IIIOO EHyg*Sin/Elii»
11200 PRINT "THE AVERAGE SETA ENERGY IS NOH IRtVI'lEniVf
11300 INPUT 'DC YOU fc'ANT BOAT FILE FOR ATTENUATED RANGE PLOT !l = r'ES,2=N0i ',0q
11400 IF Bq=2 THEN 11600
11500 CALL Bd«U(T«ai,Sp«c««l,l-l)
11600 FOR 1=1 TO 100
11700 Ti(I)=T;(il
102
11900 Speci(!l=Spec?i;i
11900 NEXT I
I2OO0 CALL KiTie(Ti!f),Sp!Ci(JI, Nil/, Kuril), 1-11
12100 E«ax=(N(l00)-!M.5ll
12200 PRINT 'THE NEW BUfOIKI EKBtST IS tlhVCjEMS
12300 INPUT 'DO YOU WANT MAT FILE FOF ATTENUATED I'URIE PLOT ll=YES,2=N0)'
12400 IF G»=2 THEN 12600
12500 CALL Bdltt(K(l),Kur(l),;-l!
12600 INPUT 'ANY MORE THICKNESSES? (1»VES) 12=1)01',
k
12700 IF K»l THEN 7900
12800 END
i2?oo ! iiiittiiiitiiiitiintiiitiittiiitiiiiiitimimtiti
13000 ! A SUBROUTINE TO CREATE BDATA FILES FOR MASS
13100 ! STORAGE ON A DISK. THIS ALLOWS THE USER TO
13200 ' RECALL THE FILE AT A LATER DATE TO BE PLOTTED
13300 ' ON THE PH PLOTTER FOUND IN WARD HALL.
13400 ' iiittiimiiiimtmiiiiimiiimimimituimi
13500 SUB Bdatal»(ll,Y(l),N)
13409 ALLOCATE GU:N,l:2)
137)0 FOR 1=1 TO N
13800 611,11=1(111
13»00 6U,2!»N!I
14000 NEIT I
14100 INPUT 'WHAT IS YOUR BDAT FILE KMIE?*,NI
14200 NASS STORAGE IS , :HFB290i, 700,0'
14300 CREATE BDAT N«,2IN,I5
14400 A5SI6N BPatfc TO Nl
14500 OUTPUT *Patr USING 'M5DE'jG(t)
14600 ASSIGN fPith TO I
14700 SUBEND
IIWO ! iiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiuimmniniiitiiii
1*900
! A SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE KURIE PLOT COORDINATES
15000 ! IN ORDER THAT THE EHOPOMT ENERGY DF A BETA
15100 ! SPECTRUM HAY BE FOUND. A SIMPLIFIED FERNI
15200 ! FUNCTION AFFROKINATION HAS USED.
15300 ' nmiiiiii'tiiiifiimnMtimmtiimiuntiiii
15400 SUB KurielTi III, Spec! HI, Will, Kjr(t>,N)
15500 FOR 1=1 TO 100
15400 W'I)=Ti(II/.5im
15700 P=(WII)*2-II\5
15800 IF Ti UK. 6132 THEN AIphj'2.3115
15900 IF Ti (IJ >=.6132 THEN Alpha=2.3IOl
I600O IF Ti (IK. 6132 THEN Beta=-.!998
16100 IF Ti(I))=,6132 THEN Beta'-. 1962
IS200 IF P=0 THEN 60T0 14600
16300 F=WII)/FIE](P(Alp>ia'8cUlfW(II/.51l-l)\5l
14400 l'urH) = (Sper.illl/F/P/H(I>r.5
16500 GOTO 16700
16400 Kuril 1=0
16700 ! PRINT «(It,for(|)
16B00 NEXT I
16900 SUBEND
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APPENDIX G: RESULTS OF KSU PERSONNEL DOSIMETER EVALUATIONS
The individual badge results for evaluations of the KSU personnel
dosimeter are shown in Table G.l.
104
Table 6.1. Individual badge results for evaluations of the KSU personnel
dosimeter for various beta particle and gamma ray irradiations.
PERSONNEL GAMMA RAY BETA PARTICLE MEASURED MEASURED
BADGE EXPOSURE DOSE GAMMA RAY BETA PARTICLE
NO. GIVEN (mR) GIVEN (mrad) EXPOSURE (mR) DOSE (mrad)
50 54 51.7 53.3
250 54 270.0 60.2
11 50 272 42.6 254.3
300 33 316.4 36.1
30 325 16.9 312.3
50 54 61.7 38.9
250 54 252.7 64.2
12 50 272 40.2 251.8
300 33 325.4 30.0
30 325 22.9 314.2
50 54 51.7 46.7
250 54 252.2 48.1
13 50 272 40.8 287.8
300 33 292.2 33.0
30 325 24.8 286.0
50 54 51.6 53.3
250 54 257.9 49.1
14 50 272 46.0 260.5
300 33 321.1 33.4
30 325 16.2 322.9
50 54 57.3 49.6
250 54 47.6 263.2
15 50 272 62.5 247.5
300 33 298.9 34.4
30 325 24.7 309.1
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ABSTRACT
Applied personnel dosimetry has been in a constant state of reform
since the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power facility. It
was right after this accident that inadequacies In personnel dosimetry
were realized. The goal of this project was to design and characterize
a personnel badge which would meet the requirements for skin dosimetry.
Theoretical calculations showed how beta particle spectra are
affected by personnel badge cover and radiation sensitive element
thicknesses. These data showed that a cover material thickness for a
beta dose element should be chosen that is as thin as can reasonably be
used considering the environment and handling of the badge. Data also
showed that the thickness of the radiation sensitive element (TLD) used
for beta dosimetry should be made to match the 5-10 mg/cm
2 thickness
which the ICRP recommends that the skin dose be reported.
Tests conducted on thin LiF TLDs developed at Kansas State
indicated that the minimum detectable doses for these elements were 3.1
mR for gamma ray exposures and 4.2 mrad for beta particle doses, and
13.2 mR for gamma exposure and 18.1 mrad for beta particle doses for the
KSU photon counting system and current integrating analyzers,
respectively. Additional tests also showed the relative insensitivity
of the LiF TLDs to environmental effects. Tests also indicated that the
thin TLD can withstand high temperature anneals in case an accidental
over-exposure should occur.
A two-element lucite personnel badge was developed and tested for
use in mixed beta, gamma fields. Data indicated that the badge, can
predict mixed beta, gamma field doses at several dose ratio levels and
have good material properties to withstand routine use without being
damaged
.
